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• Second Fundamental Fallacy of Finance: Securitization

• Third Fundamental Fallacy of Finance: what will it be?

• How can we prevent it?

• Who has an incentive to prevent it?
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Black-Scholes-Merton.

Stock St evolves as
dSt = St(σdWt + rdt);

discounted stock S̃t ≡ e−rtSt is a martingale:

dS̃t = σS̃t dWt .

Brownian integral representation theorem: L2-bounded FT -measurable
random variable Z can be written as

Z = EZ +

∫ T

0

Hu dWu = EZ +

∫ T

0

(Hu/σS̃u) dS̃u = price + hedge.

Example: Z = e−rT (K − ST )
+, which can be explicitly priced as a

function of S0, K , σ, r and T :

PBS(S0,K , σ, r ,T ) = ..

- the Black-Scholes formula.
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Delta hedging.

Perfect (dynamically varying) hedge exactly replicates Z , so removes all
risk.

Fallacy 1: You can delta-hedge all risk away.

(See: http://www.bus.lsu.edu/academics/finance/faculty/dchance/Research/DerivativesLosses.htm )
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How can we fix this?

Problems might be due to:

1. Can’t hedge continuously;

2. Transaction costs;

3. Estimate σ?

4. Model is not correct;

5. Any other reason - feedback from formula into prices?

Response:

• Academia: theory of risk measures

• Industry: OK, derivatives stink, what else can we sell?

Credit derivatives!

Academia followed along with moderate enthusiasm ...
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CDO: Take pool of 100 loans. These should generate a known monthly
cashflow, but some will default. Divide pool into 3 tiers, A > B > C , and
sell three types of bond. Initially, all bonds get same monthly coupon but
when defaults happen, reduce coupons to C bonds first, then B bonds,
then A bonds. So A bonds should be very safe, therefore command a
high price.

New lamps for old !! What could possibly go wrong?

Fallacy 2: You can securitize all credit risk away.

Fallacy 1 says you can use the market to cancel out risk, Fallacy 2 says
you can repackage (credit) risk and pass it on to others, but ..

◮ How to hedge? You can’t; this is an insurance product (thanks AIG!)

◮ How to value?
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Valuing credit derivatives.

Need to model default times of individual firms, and losses given default.
HOW? Compare with ‘similar’ firms? But defaults are rare ...

In practice: use single-company CDS data to estimate distribution of
time to default of firms, one at a time.

Joint distribution of times to default? Gaussian copula model - ‘A
model that will live in infamy’.

Just glue the marginals together with some phoney co-dependence!

◮ Co-dependence expressed through single parameter;

◮ No understanding of the co-dependence;

◮ No dynamic story;

◮ For CDO data of different maturities, different models are used
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• Industry/academia conference at Merrill Lynch, late 2006

• Publicly (July 18th, 2007): Subprime mortgage bonds carrying the

highest, AAA, rating have not eroded in quality despite price declines in the

securities in recent days, Fitch Ratings said on Wednesday. ‘We continue to be

confident that AAA ratings reflect the high credit quality of those bonds,’

Glenn Costello, co-head of Fitch’s residential mortgage group, said on a

conference call. ‘The top-rated bonds are designed to withstand a very high

percentage of defaults,’ he said.

• Privately (emails from S&P executives):

◮ ‘As you know, I had difficulties explaining ‘HOW’ we got to those
numbers since there is no science behind it’

◮ ‘If we are just going to make it up in order to rate deals, then quants
are of precious little value’

◮ ‘Let’s hope we are all wealthy and retired by the time this house of
cards falters’

◮ ‘Lord help our f***ing scam, . . . this has to be the stupidest place I
have worked at’
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explanation.

NEXT TIME?

Fundamental Fallacy 3: One of:

◮ Fundamental Fallacy 1;

◮ ‘Black Swans’;

◮ Great Calibration Hoax.
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Model for asset dynamics depend on parameter θ - to be estimated.

• Derivative prices depend on θ;

• Using data on day t, calibrate to market data - form estimate θ̂t ;

• New derivatives priced using θ = θ̂t - assume θ̂t is true value;

• Tomorrow recalibrate and get θ̂t+1.

WAIT A MINUTE !!

◮ Wasn’t θ a parameter, same for all time?

◮ How do we value a derivative we sold yesterday? θ = θ̂t? θ = θ̂t+1?

◮ Exact matching of many prices requires many parameters ...

◮ Detailed models for individual assets, but poor understanding of
joint evolution;

◮ Distinction between real-world and pricing measures not well
explained.
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We can’t. Need a completely different approach which

◮ Can explain multiple assets in one model;

◮ Honestly accounts for model uncertainty;

◮ Is extremely simple.

Time-t price of claim Z paid at time T > t is

Zt = ζ−1
t E [ ζTZ | Ft ]

where ζ is a strictly positive supermartingale. The potential approach
models ζ as

ζt = exp

(

−

∫ t

0

α(Xu) du

)

f (Xu)

for some positive functions f , α defined on the statespace of Markov
process X with generator G. This defines a supermartingale iff

g ≡ (α− G)f ≥ 0.
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Simple is good!

Choose a Markov chain with d <∞ states! Parameters θ ≡ (α, g ,Q).

◮ Probably no benefit in using more than d = 5 states;

◮ All pricing calculations simple linear algebra - even American options;

◮ State X has no interpretation;

◮ Inference by particle filtering.
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Riskless rate is

rt = r(Xt ) = g(Xt)/f (Xt) ≡ (α− Q)f (Xt)/f (Xt ).

Zero-coupon bond:

B(t,T ) = Et [ exp(−

∫ T

t

α(Xu) du)f (XT ) /f (Xt) ]

= exp( (T − t)(Q − α) )f (Xt )/f (Xt)

Caplets are options on bonds, caps are sums of caplets ..
Credit-risky bonds?

B̃(t,T ) = exp( (T − t)(Q − α− s) )f (Xt)/f (Xt )

where s is the spread.
Stocks:

St =

∫

∞

t

ζ−1
t Et [ ζuδ(Xu) ] du = (α− Q)−1(δf )(Xt)/f (Xt ).
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Marketed asset Z j in country j , Y
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currency j to currency i ; then Z i
t ≡ Y

ij
t Z

j
t is a currency-i asset, so we

have the pricing relations

Y
ij
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j
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t = (ζ it )
−1 Et [ζ
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T ] = (ζ it)

−1 Et [ζ
i
TY

ij
TZ

j
T ]

Z
j
t = (ζ jt )

−1 Et [ζ
j
TZ

j
T ]

Hence

Y
ij
t = const.×

ζ jt
ζ it
.

Once we have (αj , g j ,Q) for all the countries, we have also got the
exchange rates between currencies!
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Inference.

Observable Yt has model price ϕ(Xt , θ).

Likelihood ψ(Yt , ϕ(Xt , θ)) for observation given state Xt , model θ.

Likelihood of states under model θ updates as

λt(k ; θ) =

d
∑

j=1

λt−1(j ; θ) pjk (t − 1, t; θ)ψ(Yt , ϕ(k , θ)).

Begin with finite collection θi , i = 1, . . . ,N of parameters, and evolve
likelihoods. By Bayes, deduce the posterior probabilities of each model.

In practice, need to let the collection vary over time; perhaps remove very
unlikely θ and replace by recent ML values of θ?
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Who will develop this?

◮ Not industry - they have existing methods that generate profit, why
should they develop a completely different paradigm?

◮ Not academia - hard to access the required data,and a finite-state
Markov chain model does not get much academic cred;

◮ Perhaps regulators? They can have access to required data; this
approach provides an industry-independent assessment of risk;
maybe drive business to other jurisdictions?
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